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Clymbe is a career discovery and upskilling platform.
We are incubating GenZ ideas and accelerating their
curiosity to get them ready to solve global challenges
that impact the lives of billions.

We assist teenagers to
1. find a career path that meets at the intersection of passion and interest
2. build skills for their chosen career paths through a simulated learning journey
3. work with industry professionals on real-world industry challenges

WHAT ARE
WE UPTO !
Our Agenda

We train young students for the future of work
Clymbe Future of Work fellowship is an industry
exploration program for young students between 13-19
aspiring to solve global challenges that impact the lives of
billions of people.
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CLYMBE
OBJECTIVES
Partners &
Curriculum

Future of work fellowship is developed in partnership with
global startup founders. We have identified startups across
10 emerging sectors to train, engage and work with
students.
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Our curriculum modeled after Stanford's IDEO and Google
Venture's Sprint is a balanced mix of technology, humancentric design sprints, and loads of empathy!Fellows solve
by learning and learn by solving real-world problems
encountered by our partner startups.

We identified 10 sectors impacting a billion lives,

SUNRISE
SECTORS

Brief Introduction

creating millions of jobs, and ripe for newer innovation.
Technology is an integral part of all these sectors.

THE FUTURE OF WORK LOOKS LIKE THIS

Are you ready?
AgriTech

CreativeTech

streamlining of supply chains and agri-linkages through technology

use of computers in art forms - films, music, entertainment

Build for Bharat

FinTech

designing products to support 'bharat' - a demographic in tier II, tier III
towns with fast rising aspirations

designing for a cashless economy and digital money

ConsumerTech

MediaTech

services and consumer products at doorstep and with personalisations

content is the new king so learn how to master that art by understanding
linkages between content and technology

ClimateTech

EdTech

companies that will change the future of fossil fuel consumption

making education accessible and affordable

HealthTech

SpaceTech

precision and prediction improvement in medical field through AI,
machine learning and simulators

the mars race, supersonic flying or space tourism isn't a distant reality

WHY ARE WE DIFFERENT?
“The FOW fellowship

is based on training fellows a method to generate their own
answers to the problems they will face in the future,
instead of teaching them to memorize.”

Sprint
Over the course of the fellowship students learn, upskill and
participate in problem-solving sprints in a sector of their choice. This

HOW WE
DO THIS

fosters a solution oriented approach along with instilling the design
thinking approach.

Network
The weekly sprints are evaluated by Clymbe coaches coupled with
masterclasses from the founders themselves. Fellows will have access
to wellness sessions, brain gymming, weekly AMA's, fireside chats,
and networking lunches with startup founders, industry partners,
universities, and career discovery experts.

Grow
Join Clymbe's professional network for GenZ and keep building your
ready recknor dynamic career portfolio for university or job
applications.

LET'S DISCUSS THE DEETS
Applications open on 12th Jan for limited spots.

Age

Duration

Financial aid

13 - 19 years

Pace your own sprint in 6 months

Fellowship will cover upto 65% of tuition

5 hours/week

for candidates with outstanding

April - Oct 2021

applications.

If you have a curious bent of mind and love asking questions,

FOW Fellowship is the place for you.

FOW FELLOWSHIP

BENEFITS
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Fellows will be more informed about what
subjects should they choose in their
undergraduate and graduate programs.
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Fellows will have a charted path for their early
career - first 3 years in the job market
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Fellows will also be awarded Industry
experience certificates that can be used for
college applications and co-curricular needs
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Fellows have a chance to find industry mentors that
can guide the fellow for next 2-3 years without
Clymbe's intervention

05

Fellows will be awarded recommendation letters by
industry professionals based on their performance and
commitment

06

Fellows who make a mark could land an internship
with startups

SUCCESS STORY SO FAR..

APPLY NOW
www.clymbe.com

